
Beaver and habitat surveys along the 
Lardeau and lower Duncan River floodplains

A first step towards 

u Documenting and explaining the apparent population decline in 
beavers along both floodplains since ~ 2012

u Determining actions for restoring  beavers/habitat where needed
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Why beavers ? 



Unremarkable animals 
with remarkable abilities ! 



Expert engineers of ponds and 
wetlands ( and they send no invoice!)



Their flooding reconnects floodplains and re-charges 
streambeds

The accumulated nutrients and sediments heal degraded 
channels, enriching habitat 

,



Their dams moderate climate-driven stream 
changes, holding back extreme flows, 

raising summer/fall base flows



They are a ‘keystone’ species
or

‘one upon which many other species 
depend‘

=
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Why surveys ?

u To confirm or refute apparent low current 
population with solid inventory information

Inventory of colonies is straightforward and have 2010 
data to compare to. In 2010 Lardeau N=10, Duncan 
N=13) 

u To assess habitat to help determine 
– The extent to which habitat conditions (vs. 

other factors) explain the decline  
– The potential for beaver reintroduction 
– The potential for habitat restoration



Planned activities
u Local conversations - concerns and information 

u Pre-field, river–scale beaver habitat suitability 
mapping with available existing information 
(ortho photos, lidar imagery, literature)

u Field surveys in Late August to late October 2020 
to search for food caches that indicate colony 
presence and to conduct habitat assessments

u Summarize and analyse field findings relevant to 
future actions 



uThe following slides show some of 
the beaver engineering works 
observed on the Lardeau and the 
Duncan floodplains in 2010. 

uThese works were surprisingly 
extensive along both river systems  

Photos of beaver works along the lower 
Duncan and Lardeau Rivers in 2010



This and the next 3 slides show a flood 
channel that beavers deepened [the 

previous fall] to bring water in from the main 
river



To a small pond further up the 
channel and a large stick/bank 

lodge





Canals

u In low-lying, fine sediment areas 
such as the lower Duncan delta 
beavers dug extensive and deep 
canals (independent from existing 
channels) to bring water in from a 
side channel or the main river



Beaver canals on the 
lower Duncan Delta



The canals created deep pools within the 
centres of shrub/cottonwood complexes



Which even after abandonment clearly 
contributed to habitat diversity (here as a 

sedge meadow amidst willow thickets



Side-channels: Most side channels were  
dammed to some extent  



More side-channel dams



Creating additional inland ponds and 
wetlands throughout the floodplains





Along the lower Duncan River, dams along 
side channels are often removed in mid 

winter with high Duncan Dam release flows 



But nevertheless these works appear to 
have a long-lasting influence on stream 

morphology 





Along the Lardeau River, as it dropped in 
late summer and fall, there were numerous 
examples of the beavers ability to regulate 

and moderate stream flow





This side channel pond was held at least 1 
metre higher than the main Lardeau River
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uSlides 4,5,6,and 7 include photos 
taken from the internet with sources 
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THE END,  FOR NOW


